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MODERNIZATION OF WASHINGTON’S FISHING FLEET 
The State of Washington is the historic home of the North Pacific commercial fishing fleet.  Over 7,000 Washington residents
directly participate in the North Pacific commercial fisheries annually, with over 34,000 direct and indirect jobs in our state
attributed to the Alaska seafood industry.*  These activities contribute a tremendous positive economic impact for our state.
In fact, of the $16.7 billion in revenue reported to the state by the maritime industry, $9.4 billion is from commercial fishing
and seafood processing companies, much of which is generated by the North Pacific fleet. **

Recapitalizing the fishing fleet will 
provide significant economic benefits to 
the shipbuilding and maritime industry

in the state, while providing environmental and safety improvements
in the industry, but it will take a substantial and coordinated effort at 
Federal, state and local levels. The Washington Maritime Federation
is united in support of these efforts.

� Aging Fleet - The average age of the North Pacific fleet is now over
40 years. As many as half of the boats currently fishing in the Bering
Sea, and other Alaska offshore fisheries, need to be replaced.  

� Washington Jobs - Rebuilding the vessels in our state will cement
our place as the home for the fleet, and will mean new jobs for vessel
owners, shipyards, and the numerous suppliers to the fishing and
shipbuilding sectors. 

� Sustainable Fisheries - Today, the North Pacific fishery is stable and
is considered one of the best managed in the world. The quota system
now in place means that vessel owners can be assured of their share
of the catch and associated revenue going forward. 

� Economic Development – By law, these boats must be built in the
United States, but they don’t have to be built in Washington. We need
to make sure that these boats are built here by providing a policy and
regulatory climate that encourages that activity. Estimates of the cost
of replacing these vessels could be upwards of $10 Billion, depending
on the pace of replacement.

� Clean Technology – Washington’s maritime sector boasts global
leadership in the advancement of clean technology and best
management practices in vessel construction.  New vessels are being
designed to exceed the highest standards, including the deployment
of first-of-its-kind technologies to maximize fuel efficiency utilization
of the product and crew safety. New vessels can be designed to
reduce fuel usage by more than 50%, and to utilize more than 95% of
every fish caught.

� Competition – The main competition for Washington State are
shipyards in the Gulf States.  While they offer some advantages in
labor costs, many local companies want to build here if possible
because of the quality of local shipyards and the presence of a
comprehensive support and supply industry.  We need to do what
we can to make sure that these and other advantages outweigh
those of the competition. 

Efforts are necessary at the federal,
state and regional level to incentivize
rebuilding of the fleet. The Washington

State legislature can significantly support these efforts and help drive this
tremendous economic development opportunity that supports a clean and
sustainable fishery and maritime sector.

� Incentives - A preferential business and occupation tax rate as well
as preservation of the Multiple Activities Tax Credit for manufacturers of
qualified vessels or components of qualified vessels when the qualified
vessels or components are sold in state at retail or wholesale will help
level the playing field by reducing cost of vessel construction and
increase the competitiveness of Washington’s fishing and seafood
processing industry. The cost to the state of a reduction in the tax rate
will be minimal, and the economic activity created by new shipbuilding
will more than offset any reduction.

� Maritime Workforce - Support efforts to increase maritime workforce
education and training through allocation of FTE’s to the State Board of
Community and Technical Colleges; marine engineering licensing
programs; expanded CTE programming in K12, including Core Plus; and
other non-formal maritime youth programming.

� Financing – Support efforts at all levels to ease financing challenges
to construct new vessels.  This includes efforts at the Federal level to
change policies to finance the construction of new vessels across the
North Pacific commercial fishing fleet, remove remaining restrictions,
increase loan authority and develop a loan or loan guarantee program
for new construction and rebuilding of fishing vessels.  

MARITIME ORGANIZATIONS   � PORTS   � BUSINESS   � LABOR   � WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT   � ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATIONS

Industry led, the Washington Maritime Federation utilizes the networks
of existing maritime and related organizations to amplify their effect and
be a united voice for the industry. As an “association of associations” it is
important that each interdependent sub-sector has the opportunity to
relate to the larger goal of supporting a diverse, economically
sustainable maritime industry.
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The F/V Blue North, currently under
construction in Anacortes, WA, is
an innovative, state-of-the-art
design utilizing clean technology
—creating one of the most
environmentally friendly and safe
<shing vessels in the world.
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ECONOMIC IMPACT OF AFFECTED SUB-SECTORS IN WASHINGTON STATE
The charts below are adapted from the original study to highlight the sub sectors that will be greatly affected by modernizing 
the North Pacific Fishing Fleet. The Washington State Maritime Cluster Impact Study sought to quantify the impact of the 
maritime industry in order to better understand and strengthen its contributions to the regional economy. 
Go to www.maritimefederation.com/studies to download the report.

CONTACT: info@maritimefederation.com, 1301 5th Ave., Suite 1500, Seattle, WA 98101           www.maritimefederation.com           Tel:  206-321-8693

*2013. McDowell Group. Economic Value of the Alaskan Seafood Industry.    **2016. Community Attributes. Washington Maritime Economic Impact Study.
***2016.McDowell Group. Modernization of the North Pacific Fishing Fleet.    www.maritimefederation.com/studies


